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SUMMARY

RCN's Initial Complaint alleged that PECD'spole attachment rates were excessive,

discriminatory, unjust and unreasonable.' In its Response, PECD denies that its rates are

excessive or discriminatory, and claims that under the GulfPower II decision the Commission

lacks jurisdiction in this matter because RCN provides Internet services, that RCN is not entitled

to the benefit of section 224 because it is certified to operate as an DVS, that PECD has

cooperated with RCN, and that the attachment fees it charges RCN were contractually agreed to.

Finally, PECD belatedly submits some of the data required by the Commission's rules and sets

forth rate calculations.

In this Reply, RCN shows that, as made clear in the Alabama Cable case, the

Commission has jurisdiction over, and its pole attachment rules continue to apply to, all

attachers that provide either cable or telecommunications service, including those that provide

Internet service. RCN also shows that it is not operating as an DVS in PECD territory and that,

even if it were, it would remain entitled to the protections ofsection 224. RCN in this Reply

refutes PECD's contention that rulemaking to create a new attachment rate for commingled

services is necessary. Rather, to grant the relief requested in this proceeding the Commission

need only establish a just and reasonable telecommunications attachment rate, applying the

Commission's existing rules.

I RCN's Initial Complaint also named Exelon Corporation, f/k/a PECD Energy Company
as a resepondent. Exelon Corporation has moved to dismiss the Initial Complaint as to it, and
RCN filed its opposition to that motion on April 30, 2001.
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The data PECD has finally submitted to justify its claimed rate are erroneous and

incomplete. Under PECD's own rate calculations, the charge to RCN would be $32.13 instead of

the $47.25 that RCN has been charged. But PECD's figures have been improperly calculated

and are too high, because PECD failed to properly apply the Commission's phase-in rules. Even

accepting PECD's rate, the current charge to RCN properly calculated would be at most $19.04,

not $47.25. PECD still has not provided all of the data required to support its claimed rate,

however, and RCN requests the CSB to direct PECD to supply the missing information and, in

the interim, limit the rates charged to RCN. Finally, any unlawfulness which the Commission

finds in PECD's rates should lead to refunds retroactive to a date prior to the filing of the Initial

Complaint.

RCN also takes issue with PECD's contention that the terms under which RCN has

agreed to attach its wiring to PECD's poles were freely bargained for and, therefore, should be

deemed binding notwithstanding the Commission's attachment rate rules. The facts as admitted

by PECD in its Response clearly establish that PECD imposed on RCN its standard form pole

attachment agreement, without any good faith negotiation of its terms. Moreover, Commission

precedent, in the Selkirk case among others, establishes that the Commission can and should

review PECD's claimed pole attachment rate and determine a just and reasonable rate consistent

with section 224, notwithstanding the existence ofa pole attachment agreement between the

parties. Although PECD has indeed cooperated well with RCN with respect to the mechanics of

attachment, such cooperation is irrelevant to the lawfulness vel non of its attachment fees and

does not extend to its course ofdealing with RCN concerning such fees.
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PECO's argument that, because Verizon is not entitled to the protections of section 224,

any discrimination in favor ofVerizon is lawful, is illogical and unpersuasive. PECO may not

discriminate between RCN and Verizon, or RCN and Comcast, another competitor. Therefore,

RCN requests the Commission to require further information from PECO on the amount of

vertical pole space allocated to Verizon and on the attachment rates charged to Comcast.
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RCN Telecom Services ofPhiladelphia, Inc. ("RCN"), Complainant in the above-

captioned matter, hereby submits its Reply to the Response ofExelon Corporation ("Exelon")

and PECO Energy Co. ("PECO") filed April 16, 2001. I RCN's Initial Complaint alleged that

PECO's pole attachment rates were excessive, discriminatory, unjust and unreasonable. In its

Response, PECO denies that its rates are excessive or discriminatory, claims that the

I RCN filed an Initial Complaint against Exelon, f/k/a PECO Energy Co. on March 16,
2001, raising the single issue of the lawfulness of the pole license fees PECO charges RCN for
access to its poles. In a Motion to Dismiss filed on April 16, 2001, Exelon sought dismissal
principally on the ground that Exelon was not a proper defendant. On May 1,2001, RCN filed
an Opposition to Exelon's Motion to Dismiss, and on May 4,2001, RCN filed an Amended
Complaint in which it substituted the above-captioned respondent for Exelon Corporation and
added make-ready issues to its Initial Complaint. .
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Commission lacks jurisdiction under section 224 of the Communications Act' to adjudicate

appropriate attachment rates because RCN provides services other than pure cable and pure

telecommunications service, that RCN is not entitled to the benefit of section 224 because it is

functioning as an OVS in the area in which it seeks to attach to PECO's poles, that PECO has

fully cooperated with RCN to attach RCN's wires to PECO's poles, and that the attachment fees

it charges RCN were contractually agreed to by RCN and should not be subject to subsequent

revision. Finally, PECD submits some of the data required by the Commission's Pole

Attachment rules and sets forth certain calculated rate levels in an effort to justify the current

$47.25 attachment fee.

In this Reply RCN will show that the Commission's jurisdiction under section 224 of the

Act to adjudicate the present dispute is clear and that RCN, as an entity providing cable, cable

modem and telecommunications services, is fully entitled to the benefits of section 224. The

terms under which RCN has agreed to attach its wiring to PECD's poles are anything but freely

agreed to, and precedent fully justifies the Commission in reviewing those terms to determine if

they comply with the standards of section 224.

The pole attachment fees PECD currently charges RCN are not remotely justified by the

data produced by PECD, and those data are inadequate, erroneous, and unreliable. While PECD

has indeed cooperated well with RCN with respect to the mechanics of attachment, such

cooperation is irrelevant to the lawfulness vel non of its attachment fees and does not extend to

its course of dealing with RCN concerning such fees. Finally, RCN briefly reiterates herein that

247 V.S.c. § 224 ("Pole Attachment Act").
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any unlawfulness which the Commission finds in PECD's rates should lead to refunds retroactive

to a date prior to the filing of the Initial Complaint.

I. THE POLE ATTACHMENT FEES IMPOSED BY PECO ON RCN ARE
FULLY SUBJECT TO SECTION 224 OF THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT
AND THE FCC HAS PLENARY AUTHORITY AND JURISDICTION TO
ADJUDICATE THE JUSTNESS AND REASONABLENESS OF SUCH FEES

PECD seeks to avoid Commission adjudication ofits discriminatory, excessive, unjust,

and unreasonable pole attachment rates by asserting, on various grounds, that the Commission

lacks jurisdiction over RCN's complaint. As RCN shows below, each of the grounds proffered

by PECD is clearly inapplicable. The Commission's jurisdiction in this matter to decide RCN's

complaint, and to order PECD to reduce its unlawful pole attachment rates and refund amounts

overcharged to RCN, is indisputable.

A. Commission Precedent Establishes That GulfPower II Does Not Deprive the
Commission of Jurisdiction

Disregarding clear Commission precedent, PECD asserts that the ruling of the United

States Court of Appeals for the l l" Circuit in GulfPower 11,3 now under consideration for likely

reversal by the Supreme Court, mandates that the Commission decline jurisdiction over RCN's

complaint. As the Commission is well aware, the 11thCircuit in GulfPower II held that the

Commission lacks authority to regulate attachments for Internet service, and that Internet service

qualifies neither as a cable nor as a telecommunications serviceunder section 224 ofthe Act."

3 GulfPower Co. et al. v. Federal Communications Commission, 208 F.3d 1263, reh.
den. 226 F.3d 1220 (lIth Cir. 2000) ("GulfPower If'), cert. granted 121 S.Ct. 879 (2000).

4 "Internet service does not meet the definition of either a cable service or a
telecommunications service. Therefore, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 does not authorize
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The rates mandated by section 224, the Court held, apply only when a entity provides cable or

telecommunications services exclusively.' This conclusion, if upheld, would result in the vast

majority ofcompetitive cable providers being excluded from the pro-competitive protections of

section 224, because the economic survival ofmany competitors, like RCN, depends upon their

ability to provide bundled services that include broadband Internet access service. Perhaps for

this reason, the Commission has wisely declined to adopt prematurely the 11th Circuit's

draconian ruling, and has held that it will continue to implement the Pole Attachment Act

pursuant to its prior rulemaking, until such time as a final mandate is issued by the 11th Circuit,

or the Court's ruling is affirmed. Confronted previously with precisely the same jurisdictional

argument that PECD makes here, the Commission held:

Pending the issuance of a mandate from the Court, or a clarification of the Gulf
Power II decision, we will continue to apply our pole attachment rules to all
attachers who are either cable service or telecommunications services providers.6

We note, further, that relevant portions of the decision of the 11th Circuit in GulfPower II are

directly at odds with the decision of the 9th Circuit inAT&Tv. Portland, wherein the 9th Circuit

held that "to the extent that [a cable operator] provides its subscribers Internet transmission over

its cable broadband facility, it is providing a telecommunications services as defined in the

the FCC to regulate pole attachments for Internet service." Id. at 1278.

5 See id., at fn. 32.

6 Alabama Cable Telecommunications Assoc. v. Alabama Power Co., 15 FCC Red. 17346
(reI. Sept. 8, 2000) ("Alabama Cable"), at ~ 4.
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Communications Act. 117 Therefore, the Commission retains clear jurisdiction to consider the

proper pole attachment rate for RCN's telecommunications and cable facilities attached to PECO

poles, notwithstanding the fact that RCN uses those same facilities to provide cable broadband

Internet services.

B. PECO's Argument With Respect to RCN's OVS Certification Is Inapposite
and Moot

1. RCN's Status as a Bundled Service Provider Does Not Affect the
Commission's Jurisdiction

RCN acknowledges that the fiber optic and coaxial cable and associated appurtenances

that it attaches to PECO's poles have the capability to provide multiple services, including cable,

telecommunications, and high speed Internet access services. As indicated in the discussion

above, the Commission's precedent recognizes that, absent a final federal court mandate to the

contrary, the fact that a cable or telecommunications provider also provides Internet services over

its facilities does not require the Commission to decline jurisdiction over the provider's

complaint under section 224. PECO's argument, therefore, that the Commission lacks

jurisdiction to hear RCN"s complaint because RCN provides Internet services is simply wrong.

Similarly erroneous is PECO's argument that RCN's status as a provider certified by the

Commission to operate an OVS in various communities deprives the Commission ofjurisdiction

to hear RCN's pole attachment complaint.

7 AT&T Corp. v. City ofPortland, 216 F.3d 871, 878 (9th Cir. 2000).
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2. RCN Is Not Providing OVS Service In PECO's Territory

To begin with, PECO seeks to create an issue where there is none, because RCN is not

operating as an OVS anywhere in PECO's territory, and is not using its attachments to PECO's

poles to provide OVS services. Although RCN initially obtained OVS certification in the greater

Philadelphia market, RCN is in fact operating as a cable provider in all of the communities where

it currently provides or is establishing service. Letters on file with the Commission make clear

that RCN has withdrawn its OVS certification for all of the communities in which it has attached

or has requested licenses to attach to PECO poles." PECO acknowledges that RCN has

withdrawn its OVS certification for Bristol Borough, Colwyn, Eddystone, Folcroft, Morton,

Newton Borough, Newton Township, Ridley, and Sharon Hill. PECO apparently overlooked,

however, RCN's February 2001 filing withdrawing its OVS certification for the boroughs of

Collingdale, Darby, East Lansdowne, Glenolden, Lansdowne, Milbourne, Norwood, Parkside,

Prospect Park, Ridley Park, Yeadon, and Westminster, and the townships ofDarby, Tinicum,

Upper Darby, and Lower Makefield." This comprises all of the communities in which RCN is

attached or seeks attachment to PECO's poles. Accordingly, whether or not PECO is correct on

the merits in arguing that the Commission lacks jurisdiction under section 224 to consider the

propriety ofpole attachment rates for an OVS, a point RCN does not concede, the question is

utterly irrelevant to this case. This portion ofPECO's Response appears, therefore, to be moot.

8 See Exhibit A hereto.

91d.
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PECD seems to claim also that RCN's "regulatory status" as a provider certified by the

FCC to operate an DVS, should it later choose to, in communities other than those where RCN is

attached to PECD poles, defeats the Commission's jurisdiction to hear RCN's complaint

regarding PECD's pole attachment rates in the communities where RCN currently operates as a

cable provider. PECD cite no legal authority in support of this proposition, however, and such

an argument runs counter to the intent of sections 224 and 653, and the pro-competitive purposes

of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. PECD's contention that RCN's status as an OVS

anywhere denies it the protections of section 224 even as to its cable and telecommunications

attachments, is premised upon the same erroneous logic rejected by the Commission when it

declined to adopt and apply the GulfPower II ruling now on appeal to the Supreme Court. That

RCN might use its facilities to provide, inter alia, DVS services no more negates its rights as a

cable or telecommunications provider under section 224 than does the provision ofIntemet

services using those same facilities.

C. RCN Acknowledges That, Because It Provides Telecommunications Services,
the Telecommunications Attachment Rate Is Applicable to Its Facilities

RCN recognizes that, because its attachments are not used "solely" for cable services,

those attachments, as ofFebruary 8, 2001, are subject to the now-higher telecommunications

attachment rate, to be phased in over 5 years. 10 Accordingly, PECD's discussion ofthe several

possible combinations of services RCN might be offering is much ado about nothing.

10 47 U.S.C. § 224(e)(1).
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D. Rulemaking Is Unnecessary to Effectuate the Relief RCN Is Seeking

PECD's contention that the reliefRCN seeks must be implemented by the Commission

via rulemaking, rather than adjudication, also is a red herring, and misconstrues the gravamen of

RCN's complaint. RCN does not seek to have the Commission invent a new pole attachment

rate applicable to DVS or bundled service providers. Rather, RCN merely seeks enforcement of

the existing telecommunications rate formula, which is applicable to RCN's attachments

pursuant to the principle affirmed by the Commission in Alabama Cable: that, absent a final

mandate in the GulfPower 11case and pending Supreme Court review, the provision of Intemet

services by a cable or telecommunications provider over a single set of facilities does not negate

the Commission's jurisdiction to apply the pro-competitive protections of section 224 to that

provider's telecommunications or cable attachments. The application of the existing

telecommunications pole attachment rate formula clearly does not require rulemaking. Indeed,

enforcement of existing rules is precisely what the Commission's adjudicatory complaint

procedures are for. II

In making its argument for rulemaking, as elsewhere in its response, PECD seeks to

obfuscate the straightforward nature ofRCN's request to the Commission. Despite PECO's

assertion that this case presents "highly complex issues" requiring the Commission to determine

"how to count the poles carrying commingled services, and how to allocate the cost and the basis

II PECD's citation to portions ofJustice Scalia's concurring opinion in Bowen v.
Georgetown University Hospital, et al., 488 U.S. 204 (1988), adds little to its argument. At issue
in that case was the distinction between retroactive and prospective rulemaking, not the
distinction between agency rulemaking and adjudication.
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for allocation, whether by traffic, customers, or revenues.t'" RCN's case is, in fact, very simple.

RCN asks the Commission to determine (1) that the telecommunications pole attachment rate

under section 224 applies to its attachments to PECD's poles, and (2) what that rate should be,

applying the existing formula for calculating telecommunications pole attachment rates

prescribed by section 224 and the Commission's rules. 13

II. PEeO HAS FAILED TO JUSTIFY ITS CURRENT POLE ATTACHMENT FEES

In apparent recognition that it was not likely to be successful in arguing"a lack of

jurisdiction or that the nature ofRCN's offerings bar it from relying on the provisions of section

224 of the Act, PECD contends at pp. 33-35 that it is entitled to charge RCN the so-called

telecommunications rate pursuant to section 224(e)(1) of the Act. In this connection PECD

provides, in Attachment A, a pole rate calculation allegedly based on the formula set forth in the

Pole Attachment Complaint rules. 14 Except for the period prior to February 8, 2001, RCN does

not challenge PECD's assertion that it is the telecommunications rate to which RCNis subject.

However the data presented in the pole rate calculation are deficient and incomplete in numerous

12 PECD Response, at 26-27. Of course, under no circumstances would the attacher's
"traffic, customers, or revenues" be relevant to the calculation of the proper pole attachment rate
under section 224, which mandates "ajust and reasonable pole attachment rate [that] assures a
utility of recovery ofnot less than the incremental cost of providing pole attachments nor more
than the fully allocated costs." Texas Cable & Telecommunications Assoc., et al., v. Entergy
Services. Inc., 14 FCC Red. 9138 (reI. June 9, 1999), at ~ 5.

13 See generally, 47 C.F.R. § 1.1401, et seq.

14 47 C.F.R. § 1.1417.
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respects and cannot be the basis for determining what constitutes a just and reasonable rate under

the provisions of section 224.

PECD claims that the following attachment fees are justified by its data:

Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Year 4:
Year 5:

$32.13
38.68
45.23
51.78
58.35

Before analyzing the data on which these conclusions are based, it is worth noting that,

even if RCN were to accept the data without any qualifications, the present $47.25 attachment

fee being charged to RCN would not be justified until year 4, or 2004. PEeD does not address

this issue. Indeed, based on RCN's current attachments, and assuming no growth whatever - an

assumption contrary to fact - in the first year, i.e., from February 8, 2001 to February 7, 2002,

RCN would be overpaying PECD by approximately $151,200.]5 Table 1 ofExhibit B hereto

carries out this calculation for three years, and shows that, by the end of the third year, RCN

would have been overcharged a total of$257,100 ifit had to pay the $47.25 fee for each ofthose

years, instead of the telecommunications pole attachment rate PECD presents in its

Attachment A.

Of course, these projected overpayments ignore growth, which in the case ofRCN has

been extremely rapid, and are therefore oflittle value other than to indicate what the magnitude

of the overpayment would be without growth. Table 2 ofExhibit B contains a second calculation

]5 Derived as follows: Issued attachment licenses (approximately 10,000) x [($47.25)
($32.13)] = $151,200.
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showing what the overpayment would be assuming a conservative rate of growth of 6,000 poles

per year. The total approximate overpayment after three years in that scenario, comparing the rate

at the current $47.25 per pole with the rate set forth in PECD's Attachment A, is $487,020. RCN

understands that projecting future rates of growth is at best speculative, and does not suggest that

any such estimate should be accepted as a parameter in finally calculating overpayments.

Indeed, RCN seeks refunds only for prior and ongoing attachment fees coupled with a

Commission decision as to what approach PECDmust follow in setting future rates.

A. The Data Supplied By PEeD Are Inadequate And Incomplete

In its letter of January 23, 2001, RCN asked PECD to produce the data pole-owning

utilities are obligated to provide to attachers under section 1.1404 (g) of the rules." PECD

disregarded that request, and provided no data whatsoever to RCN until it filed its Response

containing the data in Attachment A. Even then it failed to submit all the information required by

the pole attachment rules. 17 Moreover the data submitted by PECD in Attachment A are

incomplete on their face." Until PECDhas supplied RCN (and the Bureau staff) with all the

data required by the rules, no determination ofwhat constitutes ajust and lawful price can be

16 RCN first requested PECO to justify its pole attachment rates in the letter from Terry
Roberts to M. A. Williams dated July 27,2000, and attached to RCN's Initial Complaint as part
ofExhibit 2.

17 For example, § 1.1404(j) requires that PECDprovide its attacher with all the relevant
pages from its FERC Form 1, to which PECD refers in its Attachment A but which has not been
provided to RCN. The same rule goes on to specify that if the utility does not provide the data to
the attacher, it must supply it to the FCC in responding to the complaint. PECD, however, has
not yet provided complete information.

18 See, Argument II(B)(l) - (3), infra.
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made. The CSB should therefore require PECO to supply all the data contemplated in the rules

and to do so by a certain date. Inasmuch as it is apparent that RCN is being substantially

overcharged even by reference to PECO's own data, this obligation should be imposed

promptly. 19

B. The Calculations Have Been Done Improperly or Inadequately

The Commission's Post-200l Rate Making Report and Order ("Post-200] Order'Y" sets

out in detail how certain of the input data to a utility's cost presentation must be made. PECO

appears to have ignored or misinterpreted certain of these principles.

1. Number of Attachers

In its Attachment A PECO claims that the average number of attachers is three. The Post-

200] Order specifies that utilities must justify the number of attachers used to allocate relevant

costs." It also sets forth broad guidelines to narrow the latitude which each utility has in

calculating such a number. Section 1.1417(d) similarly requires that a utility establish a

presumptive average number of attachers for each of its rural, urban, and urbanized service areas.

19 Moreover, ifPECO refuses to cooperate promptly and fully, the CSB should order
PECO to charge RCN at the cable-only rate, i.e., $9.21, on an interim basis pending a final
resolution ofwhat constitutes a lawful rate.

20 In the Matter ofImplementation ofSection 703(e) ofthe Telecommunications Act of
]996, CS Docket No. 97-151, Report and Order, 13 FCC Rcd 6777 (1998) (subsequent history
omitted).

21 See, e.g., id. at ~~ 78-79. (Upon request, a utility shall provide all attaching entities the
methodology and information by which the presumption is determined.)
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PECO has not provided so much as a one line explanation for the three attachers it assumes in

presenting its calculations.

Section 1.1417(d)(3) provides that the presumptive average number of attachers may be

challenged by an attaching entity by submitting information demonstrating why the utility's

presumptive average is incorrect. As set forth in Exhibit C, Statement of Troy Stinson, attached

hereto, the assumption that on average there are only three attachers is unlikely to be correct. As

Mr. Stinson notes, on most of the poles in the area in which RCN is actively building out its

system PECO has its own communications wiring, Comcast is present, Verizon, PECO-

Adelphia, and usually one or two other CLEC or other attachers are to be found, including

certain communications wiring used for governmental purposes." Conservatively, he estimates

that on average there are 3.5 attachers on each pole in those areas where RCN is attached or is in

the process of placing attachments. It is evident that allocating the costs properly attributable to

telecommunications carriers among these 3.5 attachers, rather than among 3 attachers, would

materially lower the fees that may be justifiable under the Commission's formula."

22 That such wiring can constitute a separate attacher for purposes of the rate calculations
is clear from ~ 54 of the Post-200] Order.

23 RCN is aware that Mr. Stinson's statement does not constitute in the formal sense a
statistically valid sampling as required by § 1.1417(d)(3) and ~ 79 ofthe Post 2001-0rder. Had
PECO responded to RCN's January 23, 2001 letter by promptly providing the data which now
appears in Attachment A to its Response, RCN would have had sufficient time to conduct such a
study. Since this Reply is due, however, only 20 days after the Response was filed, there simply
has not been sufficient time to fulfill the requirement of a formal study. In any event, since
PECO supplies, even in its Response, no data whatsoever to justify its claimed figure of 3
attachers, the burden remains on it to justify its claims, and it should not be allowed to shift the
burden to RCN by the device ofbeing nonresponsive in the first instance to its data production
obligations.
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2. PEeO's Use of a Rate of Return of 11.23%

The Post-200i Order specifies that if a utility is subject to a rate ofretum constraint, it

must use that figure in calculating its costs. PECDuses 11.23% as the relevant number, but has

ignored the provisions of section 1.1404(g)(10) which require that it provide a copy ofthe latest

state PUC or court order establishing that rate as well as further information on the status of that

determination."

3. PECO's Use of the Presumption of One Foot Per Attacher Is Contrary
To The Only Evidence of Record

In doing its Attachment A calculations, PECD relies on the presumption that each

attacher is assigned one foot of vertical space on its poles." However, as in the case of other

constituents of the pole attachment rules, the one foot presumption can be rebutted." In the

Statement of Marvin Glidewell attached to the Initial Complaint, RCN noted that it frequently is

assigned less than one foot ofvertical space." There is nothing in PECD's response challenging

this assertion and it must therefore be taken as established." Clearly, ifRCN is not getting the

24 The overall carrying charge rate of 96.79% asserted by PECD also seems exceptionally
high. Attachment A to PECDResponse, at 2.

25 See Post-200i Order, at ~ 22.

26 See Post-200i Order, at ~~ 90-91.

27 Initial Complaint, Statement S-4 at ~ ~ 4-6 (Verizon in many instances has up to 24
inches of vertical pole space, but RCN is frequently assigned only 6 inches of vertical pole
space.)

28 In fact, PECD admits that Verizon is allowed to occupy more vertical space on PEeD
poles than does RCN. Response at 32 ("In some cases, Verizon may occupy more vertical inches
of space on PECD's poles than ReN."); Declaration of Simona Robinson, at ~ 6 ("Verizon ... is
generally allocated 12 inches of space on PECO's poles." (emphasis supplied».
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presumed one foot ofvertical space, it is unlawful to charge RCN the same fee as other attachers

who do receive such a space allocation. The principal issue under this heading, of course, is not

discrimination among attachers but the equitable allocation of the vertical pole space to the

attachers.

C. The Bureau Should Direct PECO to Supply All the Missing Data

It is apparent that PECO has provided an unacceptably incomplete response to RCN's

Complaint, grudgingly supplying certain data but not the full panoply as required by the

Commission's rules. In such circumstances the CSB should require that PECO provide all the

missing information, Indeed, it must do so before it can render a final decision on the merits of

RCN's Complaint. At the same time, RCN would urge the CSB to take some interim action to

order an immediate reduction in the pole attachment fees so that PECO's refusal to abide by the

Commission's rules does not impose on RCN any longer than necessary the continuing

obligation to pay PECO's current unlawful pole attachment fee.

D. The Calculations Set Forth by PECO Are On Their Face Inconsistent With
The Statute and The Applicable Rule

Apart from all the foregoing defects in the data supplied by PECO in Attachment A, it

appears that the calculations have been done incorrectly. A review ofPECO's calculations,

based on the input data it provides, shows that it derived the five year phase-in of its maximum

rate incorrectly. Page 3 of Attachment A indicates that to derive its year-by-year rate increases

PECO calculated the difference between the maximum, or fully implemented rate for cable

attachers under section 224(d), and the maximum fully implemented rate for telecom attachers,
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divided that difference by 5 and then added the product of those calculations to the maximum

cable rate."

This, however, is not consistent with section 224(e)(4) of the Act. The relevant figure is

the difference between the pre-200l cable rate and the maximum telecom rate, not the difference

between the "fully implemented" cable rate calculated by PECO and the "fully implemented"

telecom rate calculated by PECO. Even PECO recognizes that this is the correct approach in its

own Response:

The maximum rate, however, will not be effective until February 8,
2006, as the Act required that the rate increase between the pre-200] cable
rate and the post-200l telecommunications rate be phased in over a five
year period. The incremental increase represents 20% of the difference
between the pre-200] cable rate and the maximum rate for
telecommunications attachments."

IfPECO had done the calculations correctly, and again assuming, which RCN does not,

that the basic numbers used by PECO are correct, the year-to-year increase would then be

calculated as the difference between PECO's prior cable rate of $9.21 and its proposed new

maximum telecommunications rate of$58.35.31 This would produce the following fee schedule:

Year 1:
Year 2:

$ 19.04
28.87

29 Maximum telecom rate: $58.35. Maximum cable rate: $28.58. Difference: $32.77, or
$6.55 per year over a five year period. This leads to the first year rate proposed by PECO of
$32.13, rising to $58.35 in year five.

30 PECO Response, at 34 (footnote omitted, emphasis supplied).

31 Maximum telecommunications rate of$58.35 minus prior cable rate of$9.21 is $49.14.
Divided by 5, the annual increase would be $9.83. In the first year, therefore, the new rate would
be $9.21 plus $9.83, or $19.04.
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Year 3: 38.70
Year 4: 48.53
Year 5: 58.36

If these were the lawful rates, in year one RCN has been overpaying by the difference

between $47.25 and $19.04, or $28.21 per attachment. For the sake of illustration, this would

mean that, assuming 16,000 attachments," PECO is overcharging RCN in year one alone

$451,360. 33 As RCN has noted previously, there is an element of uncertainty in the number of

attachments for which it has paid at any given moment, and the rate of annual increase can be

known definitively only in retrospect. Accordingly, RCN does not claim that the $451,360 figure

is the correct overpayment for year 1, but only that it estimates the degree of overpayment to

which RCN has been subjected. To further illustrate, RCN has carried these calculations out for

three years in Table 3 ofExhibit B, which shows that the cumulative overcharge over three years

in this scenario would be in excess of one million dollars. Clearly the CSB must seek further

data from PECO, and then either calculate the overpayment itself, or enter an order setting forth

the lawful rates and direct the parties to agree on the refunds to which RCN is entitled."

32 This assumption is based upon approximately 10,000 current attachments and a
conservative estimated annual growth rate of 6,000 poles per year.

33 See Table 3 of Exhibit B hereto.

34 As set forth in its Initial Complaint, RCN believes that the appropriate period for which
refunds are due antedates the filing of the Initial Complaint, and that prior to February 8, 2001
the only lawful attachment rate was the cable rate of$9.21. See Initial Complaint at 19-23.
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E. Even IfPECO's Numbers Were Fully Justified, Correctly Calculated, And
All The Requisite Supporting Documentation Had Been Filed, The Proposed
Rates Would Still Be Below The Rate Currently Being Charged And Would
Remain So Through Year Three

Even if all the required data had been supplied, and the cost support analysis were

properly done, and the calculations were done correctly, the rates shown in PECD's Attachment

A for years 1-3 are below the rate currently being charged. Accordingly, while PECD nowhere

addresses the fact that its own Attachment A undercuts the lawfulness of its current price, that is

the simple and unmistakable conclusion to be drawn from PECD's own data.

F. All Attachment Fees Prior to Feb. 8, 2001 Should Have Been at the
Cable Rate

As RCN noted in its Initial Complaint, PECD began charging RCN the higher of its two

rates - the telecommunications rate - from the signing of the Pole Attachment Agreement in

August of 1999. This is plainly unlawful under the statute" and applicable Commission

precedent." However there is nothing in PECD's Response which addresses this issue, and RCN

will not argue that point again in this Reply, but instead rests on its Initial Complaint.

III. THE EXISTENCE OF A SIGNED POLE ATTACHMENT AGREEMENT
SPECIFYING A FEE OF $47.25 PER ATTACHMENT DOES NOT LIMIT RCN'S
RIGHT TO SEEK A COMMISSION ORDER SPECIFYING A LOWER RATE

PECD contends that, despite the flaws described above, the Commission should give

effect to the $47.25 rate it has been charging RCN, based upon the'pole attachment agreement

35 47 U.S,c. § 224 (e) (1).

36 Cavalier Telephone, LLC. v. Virginia Electric and Power Co., 15 FCC Red 9563
(2000) app. for review pending, at ~ 21.
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RCN signed. RCN already has explained the circumstances under which RCN signed that

agreement. PECO's halfhearted attempt to characterize the pole attachment agreement between

PECO and RCN as the product of arms' length negotiation between commercial parties of equal

bargaining strength disregards Commission precedent on the issue and flies in the face of the

factual circumstances that PECO itself recites.

A. The Fact That Rates Appear In A Pole Attachment Agreement Does Not
Support A Finding That The Rates Are Reasonable

Commission precedent recognizes that:

Due to the inherently superior bargaining position of the utility
over the cable operator in negotiating the rates, terms and
conditions for pole attachment, pole attachment rates cannot be
held reasonable simply because they have been agreed to by a
cable company."

The Commission also has recognized that one purpose of section 224 was to address the

unequal bargaining position ofcompetitive providers vis a vis incumbent utilities: "Section 224,

as originally enacted and as amended, acknowledges that parties in a pole attachment relationship

do not have equal bargaining positions ...."38 The Commission has analogized the relationship

between the pole-owning utilities and attachers to the relationship between an incumbent LEC

and new entrants." With regard to the latter relationship, the Commission has observed that new

37 Selkirk Communications, Inc. v. Florida Power & Light Co., 8 FCC Red. 387 (reI. Jan.
14, 1993), at ~ 17. See also, Post-200l Order at ~ 21.

38 Advice letter from CSB to Kelley Drye & Warren, dated Jan. 17, 1997, Exhibit D
hereto.

39Id. ("For purposes of this letter [examining the question whether a waiver of rights in a
pole attachment agreement would be per se unreasonable under section 244] we think that the
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competitors "seek to reduce the incumbent's subscribership and weaken the incumbent's

dominant position in the market. ... Thus, an incumbent LEC is likely to have scant, if any,

economic incentive to reach agreement.?" The analogy is particularly apposite here, given

PECD's close corporate affiliation with companies in competition with RCN. Moreover, it is

PECD's position that the pole attachment obligations imposed on it by section 224 effect a

taking," and that the compensation it receives from attachers is inadequate." As such, it seems

clear that PECD, like the ILECs, has "scant, if any, economic incentive to reach agreement."

B. PEeD's Own Statement of the Facts Shows That No Negotiation of Its Terms
Took Place

Even PECD's own recitation of the facts belies its attempt to characterize the pole

attachment agreement signed by RCN as a commercial contract bargained for at arms' length.

Although PECD makes much ofRCN's status as among the largest and best funded competitive

providers, PECD also makes clear that, because it rejected all ofRCN's proposed changes, its

utility stands in a position vis-a-vis the competitive telecommunications provider seeking pole
attachment agreements that is virtually indistinguishable from that of the incumbent LEC with
respect to a new entrant seeking interconnection agreements under Sections 251 and 252 ofthe
Act.")

40 Implementation ofthe Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of
1996, I FR 45476, FCC 96-325 at ~ 141.

41 See PECD Response, at 19.

42 See PECD Response, at 1 ("The attachment rate negotiated with RCN, whether referred
to as a market rate or otherwise, is not meant to constitute just compensation within the meaning
of the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Respondents
reserve all rights to obtain just compensation at the appropriate time and in an appropriate
forum.")
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agreement with RCN is a standard form agreement based upon the terms previously imposed by

PECO on other, presumably smaller and weaker, competitors: "RCN had PECO's standard

contract to review, which had already been executed by a number of similarly situated attachers..

.. RCN presented proposed changes to PECO's standard attachment agreement ... [however,]

in order to avoid a claim of discrimination, PECO did not want to give RCN different terms than

it had given other attachers.'?" PECO freely admits that, although RCN sought changes to

PECO's standard form pole attachment agreement, all such changes were rejected: "After giving

careful consideration to RCN's request for changes, PECO decided not to accept them .... "44

Notably absent from PECO's recitation of the facts is any reference to PECO having offered any

alternatives to the changes proposed by RCN, in an effort to compromise. The Declaration of

Marie Furey states that her decision to reject all ofRCN's proposed changes was reviewed by

John Halderman, then PECO's Assistant General Counsel, and that Mr. Halderman agreed "that

the requested changes ... could not be accepted.?" She states that PECO then rejected RCN's

request that PECO state in writing its reasons for rejecting the changes, and next sent executable

copies of the standard form agreement to RCN for execution," thus effectively ending the

negotiation process where it began - with PEeo's standard terms.

43 PECO Response, at 9.

44 Declaration ofMarie Furey, at ~ 4, Attachment C to PECO Response.

45 Id. at~ 5.

46Id.
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PECDclaims that "The fact that [RCN] had equal power in the negotiations is indicated

by its billions of dollars in financing and readily available cash.?" This is thoroughly illogical.

RCN is in no position to duplicate PECD's local distribution plant for reasons of delay,

environmental complications, and facility planning, and its bank balance is totally irrelevant to

such impossibility. PECD relies on this argument, however, because it cannot point to a single

concession that RCN gained in the negotiations. Indeed, the record reflects that no good faith

negotiation between the parties ever occurred. Good faith negotiation implies an exchange of

proposals between the parties toward a mutually agreeable compromise. Here, in contrast, RCN

requested changes to PECD's standard form pole attachment, which PECD categorically

rejected. Rather than offering alternative changes that it would find acceptable, PECD simply

resubmitted its standard form agreement to RCN, which RCN then executed, recognizing that

further attempts at negotiation would be fruitless and would cause additional costly delays.

IV. PECO'S CONTENTIONS THAT IT HAS COOPERATED WITH RCN
TO GET RCN'S WIRING ON PECO'S POLES IS ERRONEOUS IN
SOME RESPECTS AND IS IN ANY CASE IRRELEVANT TO THE
LAWFULNESS OF THE POLE ATTACHMENT RATE

RCN's Initial Complaint is confined to one aspect ofPECD's pole attachment fees: that

PECD is charging RCN a pole attachment fee which is unlawful in that it exceeds the level

permitted by section 224 ofthe Act, and is discriminatory as well. RCN nowhere raised an access

to poles issue, nor did it accuse PECDofbeing generally uncooperative, or seeking to delay

RCN's attachments. Nevertheless, PECDhas alluded in various portions of its Response to its

47 PECDResponse, at 30.
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willingness to work with RCN to get RCN's wiring on PECD's poles as quickly as feasible."

RCN does not disagree, although the question is irrelevant to the legal issues raised in the

Complaint. Nevertheless, there are a few issues of noncooperation which do relate to the legality

of the pole attachment fee issue and which require at least brief mention in this Reply.

In its Initial Complaint RCN recited the history of its efforts to getPECD to address the

question of the lawfulness ofPECD's pole attachment fee. While PECD puts its own spin on that

history, there appears to be no dispute about the basic facts. Beginning in the summer of2000

RCN attempted to get PECD to put into writing its justification for charging RCN the

telecommunications rate for the period prior to February 8, 200 I, and its justification for the

level of that rate. PECD executives ignored a number of such requests, both written and oral,

and in fact only addressed the matter in any substantive way in February, 2001, after RCN

advised PECD that it was preparing to file a formal Pole Attachment Complaint." In January,

thoroughly frustrated by PECD'sapparent unwillingness to address the issue seriously, RCN

formally asked for the cost data outlined in section 1.1404(g) of the Commission's rules." While,

as PECD notes it did not ignore this letter, it did ignore the request for the data, producing some

of it only as Attachment A to its April 16, 2001 Response. As noted above, the wrongful refusal

to produce this data earlier has impaired RCN's ability to properly and fully respond to the many

issues raised by PECD's submission. This constitutes not cooperation, but bad faith, and as such

48 See, e.g., PECD Response at 10 and Declaration of Simona Robinson at ~ 3.

49 See Initial Complaint, at 9-10.

so Letter of January 23, 2001, reproduced in Initial Complaint, at Exhibit 2.
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is a violation of the Commission's oft-repeated expectation that utilities would work in good

faith with attachers to resolve issues." How a delay of some 5 months in stepping up to a serious

discussion ofRCN's concerns, and from January to April in producing some (but not all) of the

required cost data, can be squared with a cooperative attitude, is not apparent to RCN.

This record ofpoor cooperation on the attachment issue should be considered relevant to

RCN's request that the CSB order refunds for overcharges which occurred prior to the filing of a

formal Complaint. It is obvious that while RCN made numerous efforts to seek discussion and a

negotiated settlement, PECD simply disregarded RCN's concerns. PECO does not challenge

RCN's assertion that repeated requests for a written response to its letter went unanswered for

many months. IfRCN's continuing effort to honor the Commission's preference for negotiation

over confrontation is rewarded by a loss of pre-Complaint damages, few potential complainants

will see continued efforts to bring a reluctant utility to the negotiating table as a very attractive

prospect.

5I Perhaps seeking to suggest that RCN also has been uncooperative, PECO notes that it
twice asked RCN to respond to a request for information about the services RCN was providing
through its system. See PECO Response, Declaration of Simona Robinson at ~ 5. But there is no
parity between these two circumstances. PECO's obligation to provide attachment fee support
data is set forth in the rules and is clear and unequivocal. While RCN would ordinarily respond
to any inquiry in the normal course, it was apparent that PECO was simply seeking to assure
itself that it was charging RCN the highest possible rates for its attachments. Since RCN was
already paying the highest possible rate, and has nowhere objected to doing so in the period after
February 8, 2001, its failure to respond did no damage to PECO's legitimate interests as a pole
owning utility.
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V. PECO'S POLE ATTACHMENT FEES ARE DISCRIMINATORY BECAUSE
OTHER ATTACHERS ARE EFFECTIVELY CHARGED A LOWER PRICE

A. PEeO Discriminates In Favor OfVerizon

In its Initial Complaint RCN noted that, even ifVerizon pays the same $47.25 attachment

fee that RCN is paying, there is nevertheless unlawful discrimination occurring because Verizon

appears to be allocated more than the standard one foot ofvertical space on PECD's poles, and

RCN frequently is allocated less than one foot, often getting only six inches. 52 In its Response,

PECD in essence admits that Verizon may get more than the standard vertical spacing," but

contends that this cannot constitute unlawful discrimination because section 224(a)(5) excludes

ILECs from the definition of a "telecommunications carrier" for purposes of that section. PECD

is correct that ILECs may not invoke section 224 to secure space on a utility's pole, but this

inability is logically and legally irrelevant to the question whether PECD can blatantly

discriminate in favor ofVerizon in assigning pole space at a uniform rate. Discrimination

against the competitor vis a vis the incumbent cannot be countenanced under the Act. Surely

Congress, in excluding ILECs from the scope of section 224, did not intend that the incumbents

thereby receive rates preferential to those afforded competitors.

In addressing the question whether an ILEC would count as an attacher, the Commission

has emphatically stated that it would, and that its inability to invoke section 224 to become an

52 Initial Complaint, at 16-17 and Exhibit 4 at ~ 6.

53 PECD Response, at 32 and Declaration of Simona Robinson at ~ 6.
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attacher was irrelevant." As succinctly stated: "[A]ny pole owner providing telecommunications

services, including an ILEC, should be counted as an attaching entity for the purposes of

allocating the costs of unusable space under Section 224(e)(2)."55 Similarly, ifVerizon is an

attacher on PECD's poles for purposes ofcalculating a lawful rate, PECD cannot discriminate in

favor of Verizon in setting the rate, or in providing a more advantageous contractual provision

for the same rate, than is available to any other attacher.

In this instance, PECD appears to be charging Verizon a pro rata rate, based on the total

pole space allocated for Verizon's attachments, that is less than the pole attachment rate for

competitive telecommunications providers that PECD claims is effective February 8, 2001. If

PECD is profiting from the pole attachment rate it currently charges Verizon, then one must

conclude that the telecommunications pole attachment rate it is charging RCN is inflated. If not,

one can only conclude that PECD is subsidizing Verizon at the expense ofcompetitive providers,

with obvious anti-competitive consequences. And, in either event, it is obvious that charging

Verizon for more space, at the same rate charged to competitors for less space, results in greater

pro rata costs to the competitor than to the incumbent - a result clearly at odds with the pro-

competitive purpose of section 224 and the Telecommunications Act of 1996 as a whole.

B. PECD Has Not Demonstrated That Comcast Pays The Same Attachment
Fees As RCN

In making its generalized assertion that PECD does not discriminate in charging attachers

54 See Post-200] Order, at ~ ~ 48-51.

55 Id., at ~ 50.
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for access to its poles, PECO introduces the caveat that this applies only to those "similarly

situated. "56 PECO suggests also that it has no obligation to tell RCN what other attachers are

paying. As to the latter assertion, RCN disagrees that PECO has no such duty. It is inherent in its

obligations as a public utility subject to section 224 of the Act to provide complete information

about the rates, terms, and conditions negotiated with other attachers. Bland assertions that

"similarly situated" attachers are treated alike can cover a multitude of potentially unlawful

discriminations. Accordingly, RCN suggests that the CSB inquire ofPECO as to the terms and

conditions of Comcast's pole attachment fees so that an affirmative finding about PECO's

practices can be made on the record.

VI. REFUNDS SHOULD BE ORDERED BACK TO THE DATE OF THE POLE
ATTACHMENT AGREEMENT, OR AT LEAST TO THE DATE RCN FIRST
SOUGHT TO ADDRESS THE ATTACHMENT RATE ISSUE

RCN's Initial Complaint sought refunds back to the summer of2000, rather than to the

date on which the Initial Complaint was actually filed." PECO's Response objects to this

request. The issue appears to be adequately briefed on both sides and RCN will rest on its initial

discussion to justify its request. It remains only to add that PECO's contention that setting

refunds for the period prior to the filing of the Complaint is somehow unlawful is nowhere

supported in PECO's Response, and is in fact unsupportable.

56 PECO Response, at 33.

57 See Initial Complaint, at 19-23.
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VII. CONCLUSION

At bottom, PECO's Response rests on jurisdictional arguments that the Commission

already has decided, in past cases, in RCN's favor, and an incomplete effort to join on the main

issue, i.e., whether the $47.25 attachment fee which RCN has been required to pay since August

of 1999 is justified under section 224 of the Act, applicable Commission precedent, or

Commission regulations. While PECO insists that it has "a legitimate legal basis for the rates

negotiated with RCN on a good faith basis, "58 the fact is that the rates were not negotiated and

PECO does not, as demonstrated above, have a legitimate legal basis for them. Its Attachment A

purporting to justify the $47.25 rate has numerous deficiencies and fails to provide all the

required supporting data and documentation required by the Commission's rules. It is striking

that, even if one overlooks the numerous deficiencies in the data produced by PECO, PECO's

own data indicate that it is not entitled to charge RCN a $47.25 fee until 2004. Oddly, this gap is

never even acknowledged by PECO, much less justified.

RCN urges the CSB to require further data from PECO and to actively review such data

to determine the extent to which RCN has overpaid, and continues to overpay, for the vital pole

attachments it needs to fulfill the procompetitive policies of the Telecommunications Act of

1996. It also urges the CSB to order PECO to provide some interim relief to RCN so that it need

58 PECO Response, at 39.
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not continue to pay clearly unlawful rates while a final resolution of the lawful rate is under

way.

Respectfully submitted,

RCN TELECOM SERVIr~~;...D,J.:I

By:
WII . L. Fishman
L. Eli e Dieterich
Swidler Berlin ShereffFriedman, LLC
3000 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20007-5116'
Telephone: (202) 945-6986
Facsimile: (202) 424-7645

Counsel to RCN Telecom Services ofPhiladelphia, Inc.

May 7, 2001
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W4.SHINCTON OFFICE
3000 I( ST1I.£ET. NW, SI.'TrE 300
W~SHL"'CTON. DC ZOOCi· 5116
TE~PHONE (202l 424·;;00
F.~CSIMJLE (ZOll 424· i64i

Stamp aDd Retull
SWIDLER BERLIN SHEREFF FRIEDMAN, LLP

~E\l' YORKOFFle::

919 THIIlD AVESLE

~EW YORK. NY IOC11·Q9Q~

TELEPHONE (212) 758·95OC
F~CSIMlLE (211) 7;o·9;1t-

February 7. 2001

\-lA HA~D DELIVERY

Magalie Roman Salas. Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
The Portals Building
445 12th Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20554

RECEIVED
FEB 7 ZOOl

~.'''NC'''.mllJlj7_''....111I...,

Re: RCN Telecom Services, Inc.: Pennsylvania Open Video System

Dear Ms. Salas:

This letter IS to advise the Commission that RCN Telecom Services, Inc. (fi'kla RCN TelecomServices of
Philadelphia. Inc.) (HRCN"),has entered into cable franchise agreements with the boroughs ofCollingdale. Darby,
East Lansdowne. Glenolden. Landsdowne, Milbourne, Norwood, Parkside, Prospect Park, Ridley Park. and Yeadon
and the townships of Darby, Tinicum and Upper Darby, in Delaware County. Pennsylvania, as well as Lower
Makefield Township and Warminister Borough, in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and, therefore, will provide video
programming services to the residents of these communities over a cable system rather than its open video system
(HOVS") in Pennsylvania. Accordingly, RCN hereby withdraws these locations as communities to be served by
RCN's open video system pursuant to the FCC Form 1275 OVS certification filed with the Commission on
October 2. 1998.

\Ve would appreciate it ifyou would associate a copy ofthis letter with RCN's OVS certification file. For
your convenience. we are enclosing an original and two (2) copies of this letter for that purpose.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact the undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,

lJJL{;tLly vl\. t~1l(L-
Kathy L. Cooper
Wendy M. Creeden

Counsel for RCN Telecom Services, Inc.

cc: Office of the Cable Services Bureau
Mr. Steven A. Broeckaert
Mr. Scott Burnside
Philip Passanante, Esq.
Mr. Thomas Steel
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SWIDLER BERLIN SHEREFF FRIEDMAN, LLP

WASHINGTON OmCE
3000 KS1UET. N'W, sum 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20007·5116
TELEPHONE (202) 424·7500
FACSIMILE (202l 424·7647

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Magalie Roman Salas, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
The Portals Building
445 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20554

September 1, 1999

RECEIVEC

SEP 0 11999

~EW YORK OFFICE

919 THIRD AVE:-JL"E
NEW YORK. ~Y 10022·9998
TEuPHONE (2121758·9500

FACSIMILE (212) 758·95Z6

Re: RCN Telecom ServicesofPhiladelphia. Inc.: Open Video System

Dear Ms. Salas:

This letteris to advisethe CommissionthatRCNTelecomServicesofPhiladelphia,Inc. (URCN"),
has entered into cable franchise agreements with the cities of Colwyn, Eddystone, Folcroft, Morton.
Ridley, Rutledge and Sharon Hill, in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, as well as Bristol Borough,
NewtownBorough,andNewtownTownship, inBucksCounty,Pennsylvania, and., therefore,will provide
video programming servicesto the residentsofthesecities over a cable systemrather than its open video
system(UOVS") inPennsylvania. Accordingly, RCN herebywithdrawsthese cities as communitiesto be
served by RCN's open video system pursuant to the FCC Form 1275 OVS certification filed with the
Commissionon June 5, 1998.

We would appreciateit ifyou would associatea copyofthis letterwith RCN's OVS certification
file. For your convenience, we are enclosingan originaland two (2) copies ofthis letter for that purpose.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact the undersigned.

Respectfullysubmitted, .

~~C~,<../""
i~ L. Je1ddo~
Kathy L. Cooper

-
Counsel for RCN Telecom ServicesofPhiladelphia, Inc.

cc: Office of the Cable Services Bureau
Mr. Steven A. Broeckaert
Mr. Scott Burnside
John Filipowicz, Esq.
Mr. George Duffy
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COMPARISON OF ANNUAL POLE ATTACHMENT FEES

Table 1

Exhibit B

10,000 Poles - No Growth

PECO Proposed Phase-In
Current Rate of $47.25 of$58.35 Rate Difference

Year 1 $472,500 $321,300 (@ $32.13/pole) $151,200

Year 2 $472,500 $386,300 (@$38.68/pole) $85,700

Year 3 $472,500 $452,300 (@ $45.23/pole) $20,200

Total Difference = $257,100

Table 2

10,000 Poles - Growth of6,000Nr.

PECO Proposed Phase-In
Current Rate of$47.25 of$58.35 Rate Difference

Year 1 $756,000 $514,080 (@ $32.13/pole) $241,920
(16,000 poles)

Year 2 $1,039,500 $850,960 (@ $38.68/pole) $188,540
(22,000 poles)

Year 3 $1,323,000 $1,266,440 (@ $45.23/pole) $56,560
(28,000 poles)

Total Difference =$487,020
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Table 3

10,000 Poles - Growth of6,000Nr.

PECO Proposed Rate of
$58.35 Phased-In Per

Current Rate of$47.25 FCC Rules Difference

Year 1 $756,000 $304,640 (@ $19.04/pole) $451,360
(16,000 poles)

Year 2 $1,039,500 $635,140 (@ $28.87/pole) $404,360
(22,000 poles)

Year 3 $1,323,000 $1,083,600 (@ $38.70/pole) $239,400
(28,000 poles)

Total Difference = $1,095,120
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Exhibit C

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN TROY STINSON

1. My name is Jonathan Troy Stinson. I am currently employed by RCN Telecom Services

of Philadelphia, Inc., ("RCN') as Access and Rights-of-Way Engineer. My office is

located at 850 Rittenhouse Road, Trooper, Pennsylvania,19403. My work number is

(484) 399- 8314. I have been with RCN since July, 2000. My professional experience

and credentials are already a matter ofrecord in this proceeding.

2. In its response to RCN's Initial Complaint PECO provides certain data in Attachment A

in support of its current pole attachment fee of$47.25. Among these is the presumptive

use of three attachers per pole. My responsibilities include close review and inspection of

PECQ's poles in those areas in which RCN is actively building out its cable and

telecommunications distribution plant, and I am quite familiar with the status of those

poles, including their current status with respect to the number ofand nature of existing

attachments.

3. On the great majority ofPECO poles in the area ofconcern to RCN, the following

attachers may be found: PECO-Adelphia, Comcast, government wire services such as fire

or police services, a variety of CLECs, and Verizon. I believe that PECO also has its own

internal communications wiring on many ofthese poles and may also have some wiring

used by the PECO-AT&T PCS enterprise. EIS may also have wiring on some ofthese

poles. Of course, as RCN is attached to these poles it becomes an additional attacher.

4. Accordingly, while I have not conducted a statistically valid sampling of the relevant

poles, I am quite certain, based on my close personal knowledge of the general situation,

that an average figure of three attachers on these poles is too low. Based on my close

personal knowledge ofthe relevant poles I would estimate that an average number of3.5
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attachers, including ReN, is more nearly correct and may even be too low.

Under penalty ofperjury I declare that the foregoing is true and correct to the best ofmy

knowledge, information and belief.

roy Stmson

375221.4 2

May 7, 2001
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FCC ADVICE LETTER TO KELLEY, DRYE & WARREN

(See Attached)
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Federal CommunICations CommiSSion
WaSl"llngtOn. r C 20554

-

January 17. 1997
DA 91·Ul

.....: J••uary 11. 1991
Danny E. Adams, Esq.
Kelley Dry•• WlITen LLP
1200 19th Sa.. N W
Suit. SOO
Wuhinpon. DC 20036

Dear Mr. Adams:

This letW is in response to yourrequest for I leaer ndina Oft an interprlWion of'Section
224 or the Communications ACI of 1934, u amended.' SpecilicaUy, you seek III opinion u to
whelh.. it would be unreuonable tm. unci« Section 224(b) for I covered utility to demand
I requesrina telecommunications company, • I condition of entenna into I pole anachment
qreemem. to waive 111 1ep1 rip and remedies UDder SecDoa 224.

Your I.- provide 8 hYJ'OChe!iCl1 invotvina nepiations berNeen I telecommunications
cani.. and I utility ov. the terms or I propoMd pole machment apeement. In your example,
the pam. have.. to 111 iSSUII, IXcepI for the inclusion of the followina c1lule:

By alCUtioa of me Aar-nlftt by 111 duly authorized repraenwive. Licensee
hereby~ dill the relationship of the panj_ shan be JOvemed exeluaiv.ly by
this Ap..... and LicenMI Wliv. any and all jurisdiction of federal. Stile or
local reaulllOl'Y authorities ov. the tennsanaconditions of thisAFeement. acceu
to LiC8ftlOf'1 faciliti-. or any other man..-respeCnna Ilt.IChmena to lic:ensor's
facilitllll. indudinl wilhout Iimiwion the rea. charles or rem due henuad., for
I period 0#.. ytII'I from the eff'ecbve dale. In the evlftt thIl Licensee seeks
reJili f'rom « I1tn1ion of'any term or condition of dlis Aareemem in whole or
inPI" on die~.is of Illy all"" jurisdictionor fedcl1. IWI. or local resularory
1UthoriIy. chis Aar-nent shall immediately tenniftlll and Licensee ..,.. thai it
shall promptly remove all its aaachmena from LicelOf's.faciliti•.

Section 224 WII enacted in 197' in response to conCC1ll nised by cable opemon
reprdina unt'air utility pole IIIIChmem pncUCli. The inIIIIl WII to minimize the eft'1Cl of
unjust or unreasonable pole llt.IChmem pract1eea on the wider dlYeiopmem of cable television
serviee to the public. Amlftclmenu to StcUon 2%4 in the T.lecommunic:ationl ACI or 1996

1 ~'LJ S.C ~ 220&



Ie! 996 Act",; ~ ere des! gned to address Slml!zr concerns arIsIng :'~cm .ne Jr:::::~.1lej e~:r~ or
ccrnpeuu\ e teiec:omm\;:':lc:atll"lns rro\·lders. Secucn :::~, as oT1g1nail~ enacted Jn~ JS .1me~ac",.

aCKJ'h,\~ied~es that parties In a pole attachment reiatlonshlp JO not ~a\~ ~~~,)l :.!rg3lnl:O:.

~OSI11~r.S, Jnd :holE the potential for earners to compeunve entr\ e~Jn.1tlr.iZ .rcm ::0:: ac-, ~~
access ct ..;nreJsonaole rates IS sigmficaru. '-

Section :::ol( b I( I ) states that "[5]ubJect tv the prOVISions of subsecuon (C I of :hls secucn.
the Ccmrrussron shall regulate the rates. terms and condItions for pole attachments to ~ro\ Ide
that such rates. terms and c:onditlons are JUSI and reasonable. and shall adopi procedures
r.ecessar~ and approprlale 10 hear and resolve compllJnu concemlna such rates, terms anc
condiucns. - The I"'rovmons of Seeuen ::24(c) indicates that the CommISSIon shall not relZulal~

',uc:h rates. terms N ccndiuons "where such maners are regulated b) a State. '. ASide fro'; :hls
«ne e..cepuon. there IS no other Indte:atlon that the CommISSIon need not rcaulate these Issues

In lmplementano» 0/ the Local Comp"trlOff P"O\'ISIOffS ", the Tele"omm&m"atrulU ,'4I:t
of 1'I1It) ,-/rue",offff"m", Order "J. the CommIssion Inte!1'rtted Section 2:4( O( II as a
"direcuve" that requIres a Ul1lil~ to -irant telecommunications camen and cat:1te operators
nVndl:'-. lLnlr.LtO~' access to aU poles. ducts. rv.,~uits. ana ril!\ts-of.way owned or controlled b~

the Uti lit) ..., The Commission explained that Section ~24(f)( 1) "seeks 10 ensure that no pany
can use its contrOl of the enwntrated facilities and propen)' to Impede. Inadvenentl)' or
otherwise. the installation and maintenance of telecommwliuuons and cableequipment by those
seekins to compete in those fields....

The 1996 Act also added Section 251 to the Communications Act. Section ~S I(bII .;I
requires each locaJ txChanlC carritr (lEC) -to afford access to the poles. ducts. conduits. and
rl\;hts-of.way of such camer to competlnl providen of telecommunications SCf\'lces on rates.
terms. and conditions that are c:onsiS1eftt with section 224,"i TOitthIr. Sections 224 and ~S 1
indicatc a Conaressiona! intentthat acc:ns respc"-mbilities apply to lECs in lht s:-~ fashion that
the~' do to utilities.

The Commission hal ~iou.sty indicated a preference for nqotiations in the polt
attachment context. howt'Yel' we also anticipate thM nqotiationt for access and the multlnw
rates. terms and conditions ,,;11 beconducted in load faith. t As you ha\'C noted in ~'our lener.

PlIO. L. No. 10-.10&. 110 Sea. 56. codin•• 41 U.S,C, I U1 c. Seq.

61 Fl'''''. FCC 96-32$ • PIn- 1123 (NI.... Allpsa I. 19M) (Ihp op.) .

• I~

41 I.:.$.C. t 2'l(bX4).

• ~",.tttIirk•." ':' If"'."'" "o//C/. GO'..,.".. ,I.- .~lt«lt"..,. ole.'. reJr.'III01t Hordvo'on III L.lIil~ Prtlt:s.

4 FC'C Red Ulll ••" (191'•.
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":J\ e~ed uuliues are required b~ ta.... to ,ompl~' with Secnon ::~ You :·..nner suggest tnat sucn
·.;::l:::cs should nOI be aele to escaJ:'c that obhgatlon o~ forclna the users wnicn the ia.... IS meant
:0 ~~ ::~,: :0 '~.1I\e all :helr protec.rve nghts. We a~ree

In .he lntervonnecnon Order. the Commission .:onsldered a situation analogous to ~ our
h~ potheucal. DiscuulnS the Section ;51 req\mement that Incwnbent LECs provide
mterconnecuon to ne..... entrants. the Commission observed that ne.... entrants have hrtle to offer
the Incumbent. Rather. these ne..... competltc..s "seek to reduce the Incumbent's subscnbersnip
and .... eaken the Incumbent's dominant position In the market, . Thus, an Incumbent LEe .s
Ilt.;d~ to h3\C SC3J1l. If an~. eecneene rneenuve to reach aireement.··'

In that context. the Commission determined that a request by an Incumbent that a ne«
entrant contr3ctually waive ItS leial flihtS or remedies could constitute a vtolanon of the dut~

II,) negouate In good faith Imposed by Secuons :5 Itc)(1) and :5::'

We reject the ieneral contenlion that a request by a part} that'anotherparty limit
ItS le~al remediesas pan of a ne,otiated aareement .....111 Inall cases constitute a Violation
of the dut: to nesouate in iood faith. A p..n~' ma~' voluntanl~ aifee to limn ItS lelal
nlhts or remedies in order· to obtain a valuable concession from anolher pany. In mlrW
circumstances. howeve». lJ parry ,"~\' \',o/ar, II"s slatulO')' prO\"Slon b,v d,mandin, Ihat
another \4·01\', us /ega/ r,ghts, (W}e find Ihal it u a /Hr s, faliurl to "'gollalt In

good failh for a par", 10 r,fits, to ",dud, in an ar'"m,n, a pl'o'l1,sion lJuupermus th,
'Igrumem to b, am,nd,d in the lUlUI" to tak, mlo accoun, chang,s", Co",mlsslon or
stat« rules. Rtfusing to /Hr",U u par,:,' to ",dud, such a provISIon 'Would be lanlamOunt
til (nrcmg Cl pertv to wa;\', us I'lal righiS rn tit, IUIUI", .,

For the purposes IJfthis lener. Yo·e think that the utility stands in a position VI~-a·V'S tne
ccmpeuuve telecorNT....uucations pro\'ider seek;nl role anachment aareemrnu that is vinually
Indistiniuishable from that of the inc:umbent LEe with respect to a new entrant seekIng
IntercoMcction aareements under Sections ~'1 and :,: of the Act, \\'e think it is contrary to
thestanne for a ~. to be pressured. as a condition of an aarcement. to .....aj"·e all its legal
TIghts and remedies pro\'lded under the law. Effons to compel such waivers eonsunne

J",~ONCI'OII ONW• ,.... I" I.

• Section :!l(c)(1) requim IlICWftbet LEC, to nqOlilll intll'Conftclon IIncrMftCS ill 1000 faith In
aceordaftce WI'" SectIon :':. SecttClft :~1 HIS our ~edures for tM MlOllalon, artIlUIIlon. and approval of
Interconnectlon..,..menu. ., U.S.C. t t :, llel(l) and :'2,

• 1",6rco"rr«t,OIf Or., • .,.., I!': (~phuis added).



Impermissible attempts 10 subven the Coniresslor.al Intent IJnderlytng Seeuen ::4 0

L·~on review of ~oW' hypothetical. and our past statements regarcilng good faith
nelouluons. \\,.e conclude that dem&ndtni a clau.sc hlte the one you de5Crlbed would be
IJnreasonable per St. and a provision adopted as a result of such an unrusonable demand would
be unenforceable as I maner of law.II

We trust that this letter helps to clarify the rights provided and the responsibilities
Imposed by Section 124.

Sincerel~·.

:0 Sft.•• CD__#)' ,. '_,O/If~ c.... C.,.. • '75 U.S. 111. m (1916) (-lr (II rqul.~· ltahltl

IS 0111""'''1* .·.11"" 1M pG""tn or C......... I', appllcanoa 1M) not be def._ by pnv•• co"tractual
pro\ 'Slon,.:\.

Ii ["\llId...,,. lhe off'''~dinl c11U11 would not ntcessanl~ 1~ltidlae me otllet pro~ Illons of til. lJrccment
..., ~~ C F R. ~ I 10110 (19·m.
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Before The
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington; D.C. 20554

In the Matter of

PECO ENERGY COMPANY

RCN TELECOM SERVICES OF
PHILADELPHIA, INC.

PA No. 01-03v.

and

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EXELON INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES, INC. )

STATEMENT

My name is Scott Burnside. I am Sr. Vice President, Regulatory and Government Affairs

for RCN Corporation. I have reviewed the foregoing Reply ofRCN Telecom Services of

Philadelphia, Inc. in its entirety and affirm, under penalty ofpeIjury that, to the best ofmy

knowledge, information and belief, it is true and correct.

-,
May _7_.2001

Scott Burnside



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, hereby certify that on the 7th day ofMay, 2001 copies of the foregoing Reply ofRCN

Telecom Services ofPhiladelphia, Inc. to Response ofPECO Energy Company was sent via first

class U.S. mail, postage-paid to the following parties.

John Halderman
Exelon Corp
2301 Market Street, N3-3
Philadelphia, PA 19101-8699

Michael Williams
PECO Energy Co.
2301 Market Street, N3-3
Philadelphia, PA 19101-8699

Deborah Lathen
Chief, Cable Services Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW, Room 3-C740
Washington, D.C. 20554

Kathleen Costello
Cable Services Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW, Room 3-C830
Washington, D.C. 20554

William H. Johnson
Cable Services Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW, Room 3-C830
Washington, D.C. 20554

Cheryl King
Cable Services Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW, Room 3-C830
Washington, D.C. 20554
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Marsha Gransee
Office of General Counsel
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Room 10D-Ol
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426

James P. McNulty
Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Louise Fink Smith
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PAl 7120

KarenD. Cyr
General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1 White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Julia A. Conover
Verizon Pennsylvania, Inc.
1717 Arch Street 32 NW
Philadelphia, PA 19103



Martin Arias
Cavalier Telephone Mid-Atlantic, LLC
965 Thomas Drive
Warminster, PA 18974

Gary M. Zingaretti
Ronald Reeder
Commonwealth Telephone Enterprises, Inc.
100 CTE Drive
Dallas, PA 18612

Christine M. Gill
McDermott, Will & Emory
600 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3096

~, Zi}J;/
~-= c::::::=::? v

Sharon Gantt
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